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\A recurring puzzle in Aristotle's "Rhetoric" is the
-book's eteical stance; AriStotle gives.practical.advice on the use of
persuasive discourse and intends it to be used in association with
virtue, although the twc seem to be'separable. However, persuasion
and virtue in Aristotle's theory of rhetoric have connections
deriving from the mature of the art of ihgtoric itself . The ideal
practitioner of rhetoric employs the, skills and, qualities of-
"phronesis;wor practical wisdom, as:outlined in the "Nichoaachean
Ethics. ". Three arguments support this,contention. (1),' The definitions
andconcerns of the concepts of thetdric and phronesis are strikingly
similar. (2) Excellent 'performance of rhetoric requires the
characteristics of practical wisdom. (3) The relationships desired
between the person 'of practical* wisdom and the public closely.

'..pirallel,the relationships hetweei the rhetorician and the audience.
The interpretation of the et .hicai'v stance of the "Rhetoric" must rely
on 'important theoretical and practical relationships between rhetoric
And phrbnesis. The person of practical wisdom has the capacity and
the incentive to be an ideal rhetorician. Only when practical wisdom
is applied to rhetoric is there the ideal situation in which the name
"rhetorician" denotes eicellence both of artistry and of purpose,
(DF). a
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A recoprring puzzle in evaluations of Aristotle Iheloric is the

assessment of the book's moral or ethical stance, a stance variously

. . .,

argued to be expIic4, implicit, and -absent.' Whitney Cates charges'

I
that "ambivalence" about. questions of value is the "most Striking character-

,

, .

istic" of the Rhetoric and explains this ambivalence in terms of Aristotle's

apparent inconsistency of focus:

we can see in the Rhetoric, when the author has foremost
ih his mind his thought in logic, ethics, and politics,
a reflection of the views expressed therein toward matters
of value. But when he is in the mood of an 6thor.of a
practical handbook, any concern for value seems in some,
places to vanish, leaving us in a realm of,amoralism;'if .

not tmmoralism.1

1. .1 ,hough he does not sermonize throughout his discussion of rhetorical

.

techniques about the ends for which those means are to be used, Aristotle'

does offer numerous indications of ethical concern in the Rhetoric. He,
.

notes for example, "It is not right to pervert the judge by moving him

to imger, or eirly, or pity'one might,as well warp 4'arpenter's=rule

ibe4re using it." And, after commenting on the value of knowing how to

argue both sides of a question, he reminds the reader:that in actual

,

prectfce, "We must' not make people believe what is wrong.4,2 Of course,
.

Ariitntle' practical advice about rhetoric:like the rain, falls on the

evil man. as well as the good and as Henry Johnstone has noted, our made=
, .

uneaminess".about persuasion "arises partly because Aristotlea association'

of per'suasion and virtue-hag come unstuck," and we fear the use of persuasive

-s\

techniques in the hands of the unvirttious.3 It ?is

to movecfrom this point to the assumption that the

2

not necessary, however,

concerns for both ethicality
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and practicality'in discoursg are inconsistent, contradictory, or mutually .

exclusive. There isno necessary conflict between ethical persuasion'

and effective persuasioi in the Rhetoric; in fact, Aristotle's statement

/

that the' truth ends to be more persuasivetha lies 01 135921-22) ,

-)
s

suggests just he contraty.
, \ -.',;;',

s essay seeks to establish the)alaim that there is sang'association
\

of persuas on and virtue",in Aristotle's'theory of rhetoric which derives

from the nature of the art of rhetoric itself; more specifically, that

the ideal practitioner of Aristotre's Rhetoric employs ihe skills and

. ,

qualities of Aristotle's model of virtue, the Phronimds or "man of practical
Y

wisdom," wlo is described in the Nicomachean Ethics. Three arguments suppOrt

this contention.. , Aristotle's view of rhetoric should be understood'

in relation to the concept of,practical wisdom since the 'definitions and

4

provinces oCconcern assigned by Aristotle to the t wo concepts are strikingly

ALsimilar. Secondly, excellent performance'of the art of rhetoric Aristotle

-t
Ylk

describes requires the characterist4 associated with practical wisdom

(phrOnesis). 'Finally,,ithe desirable relatioftship_of the man of practical

wisdom.to the public closely parallels the relationship Aristotle posits

\./
between the ihetorland the audience in the Rhetoric.
0

The.importance o f studying the Rhetoric within the context of the

Atistotelian corpus is suggested bye Aristotle's announcing directly that

"rhetoric is'an offilhoot of dialectical and also of ethical studies" which

are political in nature (R 1356a25 -26). The Politics argues, of course,

that society's upper class (presumed to 114 virtuous) should control the

state--no one charges Aristotle with egalitarianism. Yet Aristotle included

iT the Politics a right of revolution and since he obviously did not advocate

tyranny, we.may assume that the elite reigns through the force of public

persuasidn and the-symbolic power of their status. For the student of
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rhetoric the question of how virtuous leaders are td succeed in convincing

7,

the rest of the citizenry of their, wisdom remains: how do they hold sway

.over. their fellow citizens 'who are, the "judges" of their rhetoriC?4 It:

the link between such persuasive power and virtue was anything more for
C J.

/

Aristotle than wishful thinking we might well expect-to find in his dis-
.

cudsion of ethics sonee-indication:of the requisite qualities of the ideal

orator. And, we do.

Such-qualities are the distinct endowments'of the man of practical

V 7

wisdom. Aristotle's "productive art" of rhetoric and "intellectual virtue"

of practital wisdom haVemuch in common.5 Both function in the domain of
.

,

the "variable," in the realm where human deliberation or calculation results

in probable truth,abdut contingent matters. In the section of the

Nichomachean Ethics wherein the intellectual virtue of-practical wisdom

is elaborated, Aristotle asserts that the calculatite aspect of man's

soul)functions throughtwo distinct "reaiaoned.-states of capacity"--

"making" (or art) and "doing' (or virtue).6 6

The definition of 'art illumines the definition'of rhetoric as "the

faculty of obserying in any given case .thetallailable means of persuasion"

(R 1355
b
26-27). Art is defined ab::

- w

1

a state concerned with making, invblving a true course of
reasoning, and lack,of art On: the cdntrary is a state concerned
with1naking, involving a falde copese,of reasoning; both are
concerned with the variablt.tWil4ba20-29).

A,"true course of reasoning" ebobles-the arast.tO'select the relative
..- .

,v
mean betieen excess and defedt whic eharacterizes'all good art. Classifying

rhetoric as an art marks it as

course reqUires, by definition,

examining available means of pe

a normative'prdceps: Making an artful

13,nreufng al".true course of reasoning," in

suasion andtweaving theme into an appeal7
'

for a particular judgmentrOm particular audience.7 Bit Ole same definition,
. . ,

,,

C
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eschewing such alcareful process of invention and composttiod in favor of

a "false course of reasobing " -- perhaps displayed in attempts to manipulate

or distort the audience's judgment--is certainly possible, but not artistic.

As E.M.'Cope pointed out long ago, the Aristotelian definition of rhetoric

as an art emphasizes the process of discovering means of persuasion, not

just the 'achievemett of persuasive effects.
8

/ ..1

Yet, while good action may be an 'end in itself, "making,." pr art,

taccording to Aristotle, always involves some end other than itself (NE
.],

t, /\ .

11401)6-7).
I .

.
,

In the Rhetoric the end of the art is clear -- "Rhetoric finds its end in'
A

judgment. 119 The Rhetoric describes the enthymeme, the very "substance giopoor4r,,

rhetorical persuasion" as the primary method of evoking an,sudience's

values and premises on behalf of a particular judgment.10 Villiam Grimaldi
\ o

argues that all three of the book's istis entechnoi--logos, pathos, atd

ethos -- function as enthymemes and, though any of the proofs may be used )

independently; "rhetorical demnstration which is directed toward achieving

judgment from the auditor in the area of human action demands specifically,

a presentation which confronts botbo.-the intellectual and appetitive

faculties, or reason, ethos, and pathos.
,11

Obviously the rehtorical

--artist needs knowledge of all the aspects of the human soul and the ability.
c

to achieve in each situation the appropriate 'balance of appeals to evoke

the desired response in the audienCe.
1
He must lead his audience by in-

viting participation in judgment, by'lreasoned,. balanced appeals to'the

various elenlents of their total human personalities. Implicit in such a

practice of the art.of rhetoric are responsibilities to the art and the

audience. il
, .

Immediately following the discussion of art in the 'Ethics Aristotle' / ,
. ,

treats the other "capacity of the' calculative part of the soul"--the in,- ...

4.,

'-
. ,r.

tellectual virtue of practical wisdom. Phronesis,., is aIfirtue "concerned,

o
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with action," with

%.

mu stf 1e 'a reasoned

"doing." Aristotle writes, "Practical wisdom, then,

andtxue state of capacity -to act -with regard to human

goods" (Ng 1140a20-21). We credit a. person with having practical wisdom

when he is "able to deliberate well abolt>t what is.goed and expedient for,

himselftnot in some particular respect, e.g., about what sorts of things

conduce to health and strength, but about what sorts .of things conduce to

the,good life in general" (NE 1140a25_29). In a sense, the maq o practical

wisdom bridges the gap between "making" and "doing" since his deliberations

directly instruct, even "command" action NE 1143a10), due to their wisdom.
..,1:".

. ,.
This fact links the virtue of phroneais to the master, art of politics.

. . . 1

Aristotle states that:

this is above all the work of the man of practicarwisdom,
to deliberate Well,'but no one deliberates about things

invariable, nor things which have not an end,...end that 41
good that can be 'brought about by action. The man who is
without qualific.ation good at deliberating is the man who
is capable of alai-Jug, in accordance with calculation at the
best for man of things attainable by action (114149-14).

According to Helen North, "the traditional Greek feeling for moderation

(sophkosyne) "finds Its most comprehensive expression in Aristotle's theory

Of theiMean" and sophrosyne-ind phronesis are interdependent.12
-

The man df prectleal.m1Sdom continuously balances the good and. the

expellent, the ideal andlgl'bossible. The corstent quality of his

daiberitiohs is such th-Arvirtue is defined by his choices and behavior.

,

The Ethics asserts that virtue is state of character concerned. with

choice, lying in a mean, i.e., the'mean relative to us, this being determined

by a
,

rational principle, and by that principle by which the man of practical '

wisdom would determine it" (NE 1106a36-1107"2).

That we know thin" golden mean" by examining the choices made by the

, .

man of practical wisdom and.also recognize.the man of pract,ical wisdom by

. the fact that he _typically, selects, the mean is a tautology often noted by

6
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students of the Ethics. Aristotle's.explanation of what gives the deliber -i

ration of the an of practical wisdom its "excellence" 'or "correctness"
,

.seems; at first, only to draw the tautological knot tighter (NE 1142 b 7-35).

Thus, we must return to.the principle by which the an of p'ractical wisdom

-operates. Though difficult to operationalize, it is- clear'. It requiresi

every particular situation that a balance of what is desirable and what is

reasonable be determined through- deliberation. "Choice is deliberate

desire, therefore both the reasbning,pust be true and the desire right,

if the choice is to be good and -they atter must pursue just what the former

asserts" (NE 1039a23-26). -Although phronesis has universal applicability,

it is not "concerned with universals only-:-itOst44o. recognize the

,particulars;'fot it is practical and pra ice is congerned with particulars"

(NE 11411)14:16). As Ronald Milo observes,:Aristalt'i Lotion of good
3 r 4 ' , I' -4..t. ,k

deliberation "zresupposes both correct reasoningand"tessoning with a view

to a good end.11' The man of practical wisdom (and thetiderhetorical artist)'

,:.

"be good at deliberating," "have knowledge of genersikpriliciples ana of

particular facts," and "be morally virtuous4 ,./3
i',01

_ -
''.

, , *>'. 104

,"' %. . I

Understandably, Aristotle r4ninds us that the gOlden, mean is-extremely
., .' 4

difficult to discern and that those who consistent) Choogis it possesses a,

f

primary intellectual virtue. Praotital wisdom "owes its birth' and growth
,\

to teaching",and..1s,typically the mark of id certain class of individuals in

whom age and experience have,culminate4in the capacity to deliberate well

consistently'. 14
Although the virtue is espectilly manifested by only a

ftw people in society, prudence, 'like artistry in rhetoric, seems a reason-'

atae aspirationdfor'society' in general". The,phronimos does'nottexist in

isolatioli. He deliberates well not only about private-mattersbut with a
)

view of what is good, what leads to eudiamonia or well-being foremen in

general, and the public's acknowledgement of this ability testifies to

1 V

f
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their collective wisdOm or inclination toward truth when persuasivel

presented. 15 Further, Arlstotle suggests that the 2bronimos may nee

an orderly society as much as the society seeds him--"perha s one's o

good cannot exist without, household Management nor without form of

governMent" (1142a9''10). Phronesis, like r4tzric, involves an inheren

social orientation and respOnsibility.

The significant similarities which have emerged in this analysis o

4

the nature and province of rh-etoric and practical wisdom may be summarize
0

follows:. Rhetoric is an art, phronesis an intellectual virtue; both.
d #-

special "reasoned capacities" which properly function in the world o

probabilities; both'are normatiVe processes in that they involve rational

principles of- choice- making; both have-general applicability but always

. .

require careful analysis of particulars in determining the beek)tesponse \

to each specific situation; both ideally take into account the wholeness

of human nature (rhetoric in its three appeals; phiOnesis in its balance

of desire and reason); and fifially, both have social utility and responsibi

_ in that both treat matters of the public good.

Having established the integral theoieticalrelationship between

rhetoric and practical wisdoti;e may turn to the practical question of

how the man of practical wisdom shares his excellent delibera tions and ,

leads the public through The Politics indicates that it is

just such an ability to use practical wisdom which distinguishes the ruler:

Practical visdom only is characteristic of the ruler: it

*would seem that all other virtues must equally belong to
ryler and subject. The virtue of the subject is certainly

wisdom, but only true opinion; he ItiaTbe compared -to-
the maker ofithe flute, whilv,his master islike the flute-
player or user of the flute.'°

We-may extend the analogy. The instrumentality of any rhetorical appeal

depends, on the f te'of the Case and the characteristics of the audispee

, 8
9
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B

whose judgment is appealed to,' but it is the artful use of the rhetorical

instrument, the making of aimelody of reason and desire,. which calls forth

good d sions and actions in the citizenry.

We may further supp,prt the claim that the art of rhetoric both

requires phronesis and provides the means of its social disseminationo

by considering the expertise of the phronimos in Aristotle's three genres.
J

of discourse and by describing the skill'phronesis provides for the use

of his three types of rhetorical appeals.

1 ;
itow

The Rhetoric diVides discourse into three categories based on "the
)

thrte classes of listenef 4gspeeches." In rhetorical situations (those

in which deliberation a p rsuasion are sensible) "the hearer must be a

judge, with a decision to make about things past or future, or an observer"

.(R 1358b1-3). The follow three typesof oratory-- deliberative, judicial,

and epideictic. To eachtype Aristotle assigns a time dikension, a

central term (on which the decision solicited is based) and a dominant

rhetorical modus operandi. Deliberation concerns the future, involves

matters of public policy such as legislation, takes as --its chief value

"expediency," or the public good, and builds its premlses on the constituents

4

of happiness; the goods which promote the litmate end of well-being. Judicial

rhetoric concerns the -past, involves qiiest ons of justice (is are decided

.in courts), makes the "Ipist" Its primary criterion, aid proceeds through
-

.

accusation and defense (based on analysis of pain and-pleasure which cause

people to act juitly or unjustly).' Epideictic oratory treats matters in

terms of their present value, centers of questions of-honor or virtue,

*Sikes "virtue" its pripie term, and amplifies the vices or virtues of its

object through praise or blame.

The application of phronesis is required to find the teen or "good",

in all three genres of discourse.17' Phronesis may also, be ranslated.as-
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thought" or "thoughtfulness." "A.CCOrding to Sir AlexandeT Grant, the.

. general Greek sense off such "thought" included.t1164ht about One's self,

"about- one's family," and "about the state.", "Thought" jabou 'the state

could be either "universal, " `leading to legislation or '!in detail," pro-
.

ducing politica. The specific application of phronesis to. politAcs occurred

. in the spheres:of the "deliberative" and the "judicial."18 Obviously, the

man of practical wisdom has special qualifications to construct discourse

in'these:two of Aristotle's three rhetoricargenres.

Ad itional proof of the importance of practical wisdod to the-

ingtortc an is Aristotle's use of the Same Word (bouleusis) to characterize

the process'of deliberation in the Rhetoric as he u es to describe the

faculty of the an of practical wisdom id the Nicalla can Ethics. The word may

also be translated as "to counsel." When, therefore, the most striking

quality of the man of practical wisdom is his ability to deliberate Well,

it is appareoX that he would be able to marshall the arguments necessary

for effective delibetative oratory; to "Counsel" audiences toward right ..

.

choices. The -importance of such skilifillhpeaking in government is con-
.. JI

firmed by P.J. Rhodes' study, mtAiheniat Boule.19

The man of practical wisdom is also by virtue of education and,

experience well informed about various forms of government and. le to

evaluate the various forte is means to"ends and to relate their qualities
. -

to the interests of others. According to the Rhetoric:

The most important and effective qualification for success
in persuading audiences and speaking well on public affairs-
is to 'underitand all the forms of government and to dis-

,0- criminate their res6ectivecustoms, institutions, and
interests (R 13022-25).

It is to the phronimosthat the public must look for guidance about its

general welfare. The Rhetoric states:
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, we are applying the term 'good' to what is desirable for
its own sake and not foethe sake of.aomething else; to
that awhich all thingaaimi to what they would choose
if they could acquire understanding an practical wisdom
1 11631)12-15). I

And "' die Ethics reiterates the point:

we ought to attend to the undemonstrated, sayings and opinions
of experienced and. older people or of people Of pradtical
wisdom not less than tb demonstrations; for because esper-
iefice,has given them .an eye, they see aright (NE 1143b11 -14).,

.

Excellence in judicial rhetoric even more directly depends-on practical

4

.2

wisdom. Aristotle considered Justice to be a peculiarly important virtue,

l
_

! .

.calling it in the Et= hics "virtue entire," because it alon of allthe virtuese-
, ,

,4

.is directly related4o the good of others and "the best man is not he who.
-

. .

. .

exercises his'virtue towards himself but he who exercises it toward another"

(NE 1130a7-11). Justice is i mean between suffering harmAndfinflicting it.

Appropriate

.case and be

and fairness

judgments about justice must consider the facts of the particular

grounded in universal, immutable principles o*equity, proPortiqn,

. Who could display more inventilkal skill in determining *and

persuading about justice than the man by whose de1iberations and choices .

virtue itself is defined?
.

The ewer to this question, of course, illumines the relationship'-

.
between the qualities of prattical wisdom and the epideictie epr.a,#s well.20

_ .

-,
I

Obviously, the virtue of phrodesis should enable its posiesior to recognize

and appiculate the vices and-virtues of .others. One's own, experience in

deliberating well about matters of value should faci*tate'the ability to

explain why the conduct of another either., does or does. not -folic* (the :

"golden mean" and deserves either praise or blaie. We might alsO expect

'that the man of Practical wisdom, whose virtue is publically-recognizable,

;., would often be called upon to speak on ceremonial occasions.

-
.

provide a ;erum fox the display of practicarwlsdom and the

4

These occasions

.conf4.rmation of

.

S.

r
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. it by the *u fence... Through the selection of Objects exemplary .of either

vice or virtue and the pereuasiv explication of their,baseness'Or

a conception of "the good" is fnculcated,and-reinforced in the collective

.

consciousness.
or

In another triad'fhe Rhetoric offers an equally precise and definitive

statement about the mean of persuading in the three genres of ditkcourse.-

V
.110

.

Ir so doing, it suggestsmore about the nature of the ideal orator.
0 . ' .:

There'are, then, these three means of effecting persuasion
[logos., ethos, and pathos]. The man who isito'be in .

command of them must, it is clear, be able(1) todreason
logically, (2). to understand'human'chard4ter and gobdness
in their various forms,'and to understand the emotions ...

(R 1156a22-1.24).

That the man °L.-practical wisdom would be able.to reason logicallrlis self -'
_ -, ,

$

evident in the definition of thmvirtue. And, since the
,

phro5imos-charaCter-
,

.
... ,-, ,.

,1 '.." ,

istically deliberates well about matters of general welfare; we wbulP.
t

,
1

expect him tb fashion apt entilymemes from his awarenee's of the audience's '
. ,.4 .

interests, knowledge, and values.' Similarly, the ability to correctly

. \ r L

, . relate paiticulais andnuniversals'snould translate into effectivefcon-
.. ,

,
u

-

atructed practical syaloOms. 'Finally, experience woulegt 'provide the
.

man
. .

.

.../- /
of practical wisdom ith.a wealth of material Tor the other major mode of

., .
.., . .

.

logical proof, example =.

- 4 Aistotle's second -pliciple fo rhetotical appeal, nathos, evinces
1. e

a intiharp awareness'that reason alone d dt4 not necessarily speak to the, other,

something which discourse in its effort t cibmmunicate must do." William

.Grimaldittes:)
'

- . -

0 - , . . 40-. ,

t
.. Reason'does,not possess the poi* of persuasion, Thus

.... ow ristocle inttodueep into the syllogismfthe instrument of
reason, his psYchology of human action: The ithymeme as

/ the main instrument ofIrhetorical argument incorporates the
interplay of Ilasoniand emotIon in discourse ...'.At the
`heart of AristAle's theory of-rhetoric the echymeme.brings'
meaning fothe assuMeAcOnflict in:theRlktoric between'

. Mika . , . .

. ... '. c-77---7---:

Y ,

.
.-

,
.

r . - do
t

c
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_ . .

reason and ethos-pathos%... Like the MetaPhOr,in poetry, .

the enthymeme in rhetoric fuses the knowing in the petson,
makes the act of knowing a Total perception or intellect,
emotions, feelings. 21. ,

Arlatotle defined emotions as 'tall those feelings 09,0 so chaf4a as .

, .. .

. , . 'S -.
)

to affect their [the audience's] judgments" and devoted chapters of .

the Rhetoric's second Boo to the,analysis of emotional appeals. Since,

, .

AS we remember, he expresses the concern in Book I that the auaienci be ',

. 4

placjed-in "the fight" or "fitting" emotional state and warns that, it is
d., .

not righter to pervert the audience's judgment through inappiopriate emotional

/appeals, the necessity Of practical, wisdom in the ideal.uae of pathos is,

clear. It is hird.to find the "golden,mean,P to know what level of emotitcri

is proper for the case at hand; but the virtue of the man of practical

wisdom is that he consistently makes the fighechotce in such tatters.

Since his appetitive andtrational na tures are always in harmony and check
4

each other, whempfunctioning as a,rhetor he would need only to convey his
-

own emotions clearly to the audience. A concern of Aristotle's Rhetoric
.

is the use of pathos to factlitate right choice; the phronimos best knows

what is right cfiioice. Both in terms of ethicality and effective rhetorical
. . .

\ .4% ,- ,

strategy, he has the bases for excellence. ,
.

, . :f ,

The thirdtype of, appeal in the Aristotelian system; ethos, is-based -,

on the audiences perception of the tpeaker'ealoral character, knowledge
ki,'

ankgood will.' The Rhetoric says that ethos tay almost be called the

6 4
most effective' means of persuasion" heciusee believe,good-'64714e. ,,',,,

fully and reaally than others: This is true generally whatever the
\

question is; and absolutely true where'exact,certainty ii impossibld and

opinions are divided4R-1.355b13-14; 6:9). Since the truth by nature tends
,

....

. . ,

.

-;tb be more pervasive than lies, we may presume thi.it would be easier for
.

a ly virtuous person, such a$ thetanra pradtaCal-Wisdom; to attain..
,

N.
4
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high ethos. And, we recall, the publicdoes recognize practical wisdom.

In considering. whether the, phronimos would likely display good will and

'friendliness toward an audience we turn'to the final segment of this.,dis-

)

cussion, .the role of the audience'described'in the Rhetoric and the inatner

in which the man of practical wisdom can be expected'to relate Co an audience.

We'have already noted the interdependence of the man of practical
0.

wisdom and society, in returning to thisrelationship we conclude our final

argument. Not only are there cioseParallels 'between the definitipns,

provinces and functions of rhetoric and practioal wisdom; and not only

does the man of practical wisdom have qualities which fit him to be an

ideal practitioner of the-art described in the Rhetoric; but finally, the

man ,of practical wisdom has both important motives for rhetorical activit

and characteristics Which would lead him to address akaiences'in a manner

cbnai4ent with Aristotle's

While Aristotle notes

view of the audience as "judge.v

in the Rhetoric that "it Is pleasant to be

'thought wise,. fbr practicil wisdom secures us power over.other's" (R 1371b 26-27),

it is equally clear ihSt the -publid display ofpractical wisdom is not simply

self serving or egotistical. Practical wisdom concerns itself with one's

---4441f, one's family, and the state because the individual's welfare is bound

up with tbs.; others.,, 4As the nineteenth-century scholar John Stewart

observes, Aristotle undergtood that "Except as confzting to the conditions

of the community to which he' belongs, and as promoting itigOod, no man can

be :said to 'manage own affairs prudently" for the
, "man who' tries to

manage 'his own affairi' without regard for the common good; courts his own

ruin:
"22'

Deipite his paternaligm and the exclusion altogether of some groups

from. relevance in the state, Aristotle constructed arather humanistic and

democratic lietorical theory. The man of practical Wisdom impelled, by self

..........
.......

....
,4

k
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interest and the virtue of deliberating welt in the general interest, turns

to the public audience with the qualitieshichenables the creation of

powerful proofs appealing' to all aspects of human nature. Knowing that

intellect alone moves nothing," that emotions can "warp" judgment, and

that the relat =hip of speaker-and audience is crucial, Aristotle developed
1

fully practiced, balances these modes of proof.a rhetoric which, Then most

The rhetor when functioning ideally as an artist facilitates good judgment

4

in hearers-who are treated with certain respect. When such a-relationship

between- rhetor and audience does not prevail, we may see the tactics of

persuasion employed, but hardly the art of rhetoric. "Aristotle's thesis

is simply that good rhetoric effqctively places before the other perscit all

.the means necessary for such decision making [as promotes growth in under-

standing]. At this point the person must exercise his Own freedom. "23 The

man of practical wisdom because of his character and abilities could be

expected to regard the audience as a "judge" in just the sense described

in_Aristotle's Rhetoric and to effectively employ the art of persuasion.

This examination of the relationships between the art of rhetoric and

the intellectual virtue of practical 7isdom suggests that wmay ground our
f4

interpretation of,the ethical stance of the Rhetoric in something far more

substantial than a belief that Aristotle simply trusted that the virtuous

would Control the.forceof rhetoric in a good society simply because they

should.,
A
As we have seen, there are important theoretical and practical re-

.

lationships between rhetoric and phroneste and it is the man of practical

wisdom who has both the capacity and incentive to be an ideal practitioner

4' of the Aristoteliii art of rhetoric. In contrasting the use of the terms
t

"dialectic" and "rhetoric" Aristotle. wrote, "What maidi-aman-a 'sophist'

.:48 not his faculty, dub his moral purpose. In rhetoric, however, tlile term

'rhetorician' may describe either the speaker's knowledge of 'theart, or
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his moral purpose" (R 13551'17-10). Aristotle believeithat, "It 14e impossible

for a man to be pructent'dnless he is good" (NE 1144a36-1141b1). It is

only when practical wisdom is applied to rhetoric that we witness the ideal

. case 'in which the name "rhetorician" denotes excellence both of artistry

and Purm*

0N.
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